Modern_LARGE
Gladiator (Lethal)
Though reflects an ancient idiom is actually a modern day Kukri Knife forged to slaughter, slay, slash and destroy
whatever may come on its way..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 950 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1125 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1475 grams
FUNCTION: Collection, Combat, Heavy Duty, Lethal
ORIGIN: KHHI, KTM, Nepal
CATEGORY: Modern_LARGE
BLADE FINISHING: Mix

Raw power within, brutal force, lethal blow, deadly consequence, fearsome look are some of the synonymous
characters this 12 inch long bladed “Gladiator” holds like that of the true gladiators of the ancient Rome. One of the
latest additions of KHHI, it has been unleashed to satisfy the harshest critics and to please the toughest users. Its RAW
(straight from charcoal oven) bevel gives the perfect hardened edge needed to soften the hardest opponents, where as
its full flat hexagon shaped SIX riveted handle gives the strongest grip needed to endure the abusive usage. Gladiator
though reflects an ancient idiom is actually a modern day Kukri Knife forged to slaughter, slay, slash and destroy
whatever may come on its way.
Blade:
- 12” long raw bevel (edge) blade for extreme use (cutting) as temper is maintained (preserved) throughout the making
process
- Full unpolished upper panel for rough and tough use, strength and durability

- Peak-less spine for easier drawing in and out
- 12 inch bladed for more and superior coverage
- Traditional notch is replaced by a nozzle to give a modern look which also works as a blood dripper
Handle:
- 6 x rivets to deliver the strongest and most secure handle
- Full Flat tang with epoxy for the strongest possible fixture
- Overall handle made in a hexagon shape to give better grip and look (a break from typical look)
- Finger-gripper contours and curves to provide the best possible and comfortable holding (grip)
- Unpolished handle provides sturdy and secure clench
- Steel fixtures (bolster and butt cap) to secure (lock) the wooden handle firmly in between
Scabbard:
- Black tough leather scabbard for typical and raw look
- Brown frog with attached loop (belt holder) to hold the khukuri closely and compactly to the body even in motion
- Brown leather thong to wrap around thigh to prevent wobbling in motion
Materials / Features:
Black leather scabbard, UNP 6 x rivets full flat hexagon shaped handle, UNP blade with black RAW edge

Infantry No.1 (Warrior)
A unique n advance modern day kukri experienced by the world for the very first time..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 700 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 950 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1300 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Jungle Warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal (released on 30th Feb 2007)
CATEGORY: Modern_LARGE
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

Khukuri House Handicraft Industry makes history with this knife… It is one of the latest, advanced and unique
collections of modern kukris introduced by KHHI and experienced by the world for the very first time. An interesting
name “Infantry no.1” is given to support and emphasis on the fact that it is carried by modern war heroes or soldiers of
this era. The 12” semi- polished blade made from solid buffalo horn or Indian Rosewood sometimes, with Rubber Grip
wrapped around it makes this kukri a perfect war or combat menace.
The blade has more coverage for close encounter and this kukri real strength is the rubber handle that gives a perfect,
balanced and comfortable grip even to a sweaty hand. The user can thus maintain a strong-easy and fast control over
the kukri even in harsh conditions. Similarly the shape of the blade is also made slightly different -straighter by
ignoring the peak of the spine of the blade for easy drawing in and out even while in motion. As well, all the metal
fittings are made rough and not shiny to prevent reflection and not to get spotted during battle.
Hence all these special features of this kukri make it a unique, one of a kind; an infantry’s NUMBER ONE choice for
man to man combat.
A lanyard hole is also fixed at the tip of the scabbard to furnish a code round the thigh area for easier carrying.

Note: Unlike as shown in the photo, Infantry now comes with slightly different handle replaced in order to get more
easier and effective handling.
Materials / Features:
buffalo leather scabbard, unpolished buffalo horn keeper, rubber grip, 2 x small knives

JyanMaara (the HUNK is here)
A brutal killer and a handsome tough hunk - to quiet the critics, please craftsmen and satisfy hardcore users..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 850 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 975 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1325 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Regular work, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 1st July 2009)
CATEGORY: Modern_LARGE
BLADE FINISHING: Mix

“JyanMaara” – a typical and popular word in Nepalese dictionary that denotes both – a brutal killer and a handsome
tough hunk - makes up the name of the kukri, that truly is with accordance to its name – a beauty and beast figure –
stunning and savage creation.
KHHI’s relentless pursuit to come up with new and unique designs and establishments has brought itself to releasing
this one of a kind khukuri called the “JyanMaara” to quiet the critics, please craftsmen and satisfy hardcore users.
JyanMaara’s deadly and dashing look supported by unique and effective large but half (almost) edge (see picture) fitted
with very comfortable and compact handle would deliver a devastating blow that no enemy would survive or sustain.
The hunky and beauty look, on the other hand, compels the owner NOT to use and simply save it for years to come.
Blade:
JyanMaara has a “World War” version blade but more pointed and sleek as it finishes towards the tip. The overall sharp
feature of the blade makes carrying and using easier delivering more effectual swings and fun-to-work-with at all times.
The unique bevel of the blade is another strong point of the knife. Here the maker has concentrated on the actual
cutting area (edge) of a kukri that comes in use while cutting hence forging it very sharp and sleek, where as the idle
area has false edge that comes as a reinforcement to the blade to withstand harder blows and larger impacts. The large

elongated bevel is unpolished to uphold shaper edge and to inflict deep cut at minimum stroke. The panel is highly
polished to work as a cushion to the bevel and also to look good at the same time.
Handle:
The JyanMaara’s handle is another unique aspect of the kukri. The full flat tang is riveted with multi (5) rivets to give a
strong and rigid fixture. The handle’s shape, design, curves and contours provide a very comfortable grip that gives a
great feel and ultimately a great result. The handle fans out in a “Y” shape in the ricasso section as seen in the picture.
This unique and contemporary design gives easier hold and avoids the using hand from slipping towards the blade
portion which may prove fatal. The handle is one of the strongest points of this kukri.
*Scabbard:
Brown or natural color (raw) leather scabbard is used to give a matching and striking look to the khukuri. KHHI does
this for the first time where the normal procedures of tainting black color is skipped and sewn directly. This raw hide
color gives a natural and new look to the kukri. KHHI frog (farus) is fixed to give easy carriage and swift draw in-out.
Here the belt goes through the frog (loop is discarded) giving a tight and fitting carriage close to the body. The frog’s
system even provides very easy mobility along with the kukri while in motion.
Unlike any other kukris, JyanMaara has a copper (expensive metal) chape (tip) fixed to adorn the kukri.
*Important Note:: Because of the total shortage of the natural (raw) leather scabbard KHHI is compelled to change the
scabbard. Therefore customers are requested to choose either “Black” or “Brown” leather scabbard and mention the
same in the “Message/Comment” field while ordering online. This change will remain until further notice (availability).
Materials / Features:
*Natural RAW leather scabbard, Special full flat tang multi riveted Y handle, KHHI frog, Copper chape

The Kukri Machete (All Rounder)
Built for the kill, crafted to cut, designed to serve and survive and forged to accomplish a task, be it minor or major; a
true all rounder..











BLADE SIZE: 13 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 875 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1225 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1725 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Domestic Use, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Regular work
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 8th Sept 2008)
CATEGORY: Modern_LARGE
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

The wildest and widest collection of KHHI now gets even more wider and wilder with the inclusion of this unique and
amazing khukuri, “the KUKRI machete”. Built for the kill, crafted to cut, designed to serve and survive and forged to
accomplish any task, be it minor or major, the KUKRI Machete is truly an all rounder when cutting, chopping, hacking,
slashing, striking etc is the prime objective.
Mother knife: 13” bladed with better and more reach, unpolished for strength and durability that also gives a typical
macho look – traditional Jungle (training knife of the Gurkhas) shaped to uphold the Gurkha legacy
Handle: as the strongest feature; a solid one piece wooden handle with the reinforcement of 3 x Rivets. Unlike the
“Panawals” (2 x wooden pieces used), wider and flatter rat tail tang goes through the handle and is peened over at the
metallic pommel cap - The internal (invisible) rat tail tang is further secured to the wooden handle by 3 x rivets (all the
way through) that are visible from outside on both sides of the handle - The rat tail tang stays inside the one piece
wooden handle thus is not visible from outside - This unique and more effective process is done for stronger fixture and
to withstand the hardest blows or impacts as the single solid wooden grip applied avoids the rare case of displacement
like in the Panawals (2 x wooden pieces attached) - Further the reinforced rivets make sure that the tang is always and
firmly secured to the handle – traditional ridges are discarded to make holding easier and more comfortable – a see
through hole is also made for lanyard wrist-cord
Baby Knife: another important and added benefit – 5 inch long bladed accompanying knife with regular “Panawal”
handle (full flat tang with rivets) – equal care and attention given as the mother blade when making – resembles the
typical kukri shape, forged even to hack and swing when needed – minor objective not possible or practical by the
mother blade can be achieved from this back up knife
Scabbard: regular leather scabbard with metallic chape – brown leather 2mm belt loop frog
Materials / Features:
Buffalo leather scabbard, special unique riveted standard handle, back up knife, brown leather frog

